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Extended Abstract 

This paper presents a review of the present state and future prospects of the long distance wireless 

power transmission (LD WPT) systems based on the use of microwaves (MW) and coherent 

monochromatic electromagnetic radiation (LASER-based technology). At the most general level, 

the principles of the LD WPT are straight-forward (see attached Figure)   

While such systems were first suggested by Nikola Tesla at the beginning of the 20-th century more 

than 100 years ago, for the ensuing period their practical realization has never come to fruition, the 

fact looking especially unfortunate when compared with the huge successes of radio 

communications. This lag was caused by the immaturity of the necessary technical base.  However, 

recent developments of powerful MW electronics and LASER beam generators, transmitters and 

receivers, controlled retro-directive phased arrays antennas, efficient rectifier antennas 

(RECTENNAS), and advanced LASER beam directors have established the power transmission 

feasibility demonstrated its value at distances from 0.1 to 36000 km. This is not to say, that to date 

all the specifics of the LD WPT applications are figured out and all the problems are resolved: the 

work is just starting! In this paper we will address the fundamental issues as related to the LD WPT 

applications and compare the MW and LASER-based technologies and  systems including the 

potential benefits and serious issues. We will consider the problems of the electromagnetic 

interference (EMI), biological effects, the scientific, physical, and social limitations as function of 

the selected MW frequencies or LASER wavelengths. This is all work in progress. On a practical 

level, the existing MW power transmission terrestrial systems up to an operation range of 1.6 km 

will be described. For example, those have been implemented in several novel projects for High 

Altitude Stratospheric Platforms (HAPS) at altitudes of 18 to 25 km. The HAPS will be an excellent 

solution for future radio communication systems but require electrical power up to a few hundred 

KW which could be supplied from terrestrially-based MW transmitters for operation and platforms 

stabilization in case of extreme winds.  Future Solar Power Satellites (SPS) at geostationary orbit at 

an altitude of 36000 km may provide up to GWs power transmitted by MW or hybrid LASER and 

MW to huge terrestrial receiving stations. Novel tactical MW and LASER WPT feasibility will also 

be discussed.  
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